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STYLE CUTS   

INCLUDES CONSULTATION, SHAMPOO,  
MASSAGE, CONDITION & STYLING 

Cut & finish prices are based on ‘standard service’.  
Additions may apply according to hair thickness & length.

cut & finish  $105
restyles  $150
1st visit cut & finish with Brett Albury  $150
1st visit restyle with Brett Albury  $200 
    

Children 13-16 receive 30% cut & finish discount. 
Children under 12 receive 50% cut & finish discount. 
(no sat / late nights) 

STYLING   

SHAMPOO, MASSAGE & BLOWAVE
 

assistant short $45 long $50
stylist short $60 long $65 

BLOWAVE AFTER TECHNICAL SERVICE
 

assistant short $35 long $40
stylist short $60 long $65
session or extra styling  from $30

TECHNICAL SERVICES 
 

All technical service prices are base rates and are subject to change according to 
hair thickness & length. Prices reflect the technical service component only and the 
cost of a style cut or blowave must be added. Please ask your stylist for final quotes 
during the consultation process, if required.

FOIL HIGHLIGHTS

full head colour short $150 med $160 long $170

scattered full head short $120 med $130 long $150

half head short $120 med $130 long $140

parting  $95 
each extra colour  $30 
HOMME refresh  $35 

PERMANENT COLOURS 
 

retouch short $110 med $130 long $140

t section only   $65 
new colour short $130 med $145 long $160

bleach retouch with toner short $125 med $135 long $155

bleach new colour with toner short $140 med $160 long $180

INOA - no ammonia or perfume conditioning colour  extra $15

COLOUR GLOSSING 
 

semi permanent short $100 med $110 long $120 
 

 
COLOUR CORRECTION   POA
  

 
SENIOR TECHNICIAN (by request)  extra $30

 
Our highly trained technicians provide professional colour results using the finest 
products available. For outstanding colour results to continue, how you treat your 
hair is important. Murphy Gozzard cannot guarantee lasting results if you use 
unsuitable hair products or swim regularly. If you have a problem with your colour 
result, please contact us within the first week after your service.

RECONDITIONING TREATMENTS
 

L’Oréal Professionnel treatments from $18.50 - $50
Kérastase rituals from $30 - $80
Shu Uemura cleansing ceremonies from $40 - $90
Kérastase Discipline treatment from $100 - $220

 
Our pricing is a reflection of our commitment to continual training,  
education and experience. 

Complimentary consultations available. 

10% student discount available with id mon-fri (no sat / late nights). 

All prices include GST and are subject to variation without notice. 

A $50 deposit is required to secure appointments for all new clients. 

Missed appointments or bookings cancelled with less than 24 hours notice will  
incur a loss of deposit. 

Murphy Gozzard reserves the right to cancel unconfirmed appointments.  

No shows will be required to pay deposits for all future appointments.


